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Introduction

 

The holiday period will soon be upon us, and with it,

a flurry of gift buying. More and more people are

looking to online retailers for their festive shopping,

and with the ever-increasing popularity of Black

Friday and Cyber Monday, the “Q4” shopping

period is becoming longer. Online retail is an ever-

growing phenomenon with more than a 5X increase

in online shopping over the past decade according

to The Guardian UK. With this comes increasingly

complex challenges for retailers, as businesses

become more dependent on a wider range of

partners to get purchases to consumers in time for

very fixed and emotive deadlines. During this

period, getting your Customer Service right is

more critical than ever, as nothing damages a

retail brand more than failing to deliver on your

promise.

 

In this paper we will discuss some of the

challenges facing e-retail businesses during

the most critical periods of the year with the

average household  planning to spend $1,500

this holiday season according to Deloitte. We

will also discuss how retailers can ensure that their

businesses are set up to succeed.
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The outlook for 2019 US Online Holiday Sales 

Source - Forrester's Holiday 2019 Retail Series 
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When Santa’s sleigh gets lost....

 
Any period of high-volume activity puts additional

pressure on logistics partners – that’s a given. But

the sustained impact of changing shopping habits

in the six weeks around the festive period presents

a growing challenge for delivery partners. And that

has a direct impact on your Customer Support

teams who are faced with an increased volume of

‘where’s my parcel?’ queries. Whilst your website

might offer standard delivery of 3-5 working days,

this can often be extended to 7+ days when

volumes are high, all due to delays in processing

orders, pressure on warehouses and dispatch staff,

and delivery teams being overrun with parcels.

Whilst many retailers often now put warnings on

their websites about anticipated delays during

busy periods, this still doesn’t prepare shoppers for

the waits they might experience. Customer

Support teams now have to act as the middle-

man’, providing liaison between the logistics and

delivery partners and the consumer, spotting

trends, and trying to smooth ruffled feathers while

offering reassurance to customers that their

parcels will arrive on time. And this brings us on to

our next challenge ....
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The U.S. Postal Service expects to deliver nearly 15 billion pieces of mail

and 900 million packages, for a total of nearly 16 billion cheerful

deliveries this holiday season – the period between Thanksgiving and

New Year’s Day.
 

But just how long do the holidays last, anyway?

 
What was once a straightforward Christmas rush is

now an extended shopping period that starts with

the new post-Thanksgiving ‘sales’ period, known as

Black Friday, and more recently, Cyber Monday. 

Whilst the origins of this sales boom immediately

following the traditional US holiday of Thanksgiving

go back to the 1950’s, the recent move to online

shopping, and the ‘bargains’ that can be found

online mean that this period is now the busiest in

the shopping calendar. And it’s not only the US that

experiences these traditional sales – it’s now a

global phenomenon. What was originally a one-day

sales extravaganza has now extended into almost a

two week period of sales and special offers – and

with Adobe Analytics reporting that in 2018,

‘Cyber Monday’ broke records with almost $8bn

of spending in just one day, that brings with it a

lot of additional pressure on retailers to deliver

a great customer experience at a time when

customer expectations have never been higher.

Not only can there be issues with general website

traffic, there is also the added pressure on

warehouses, payment portal providers, logistics and

delivery partners and staff. With the volume of

activity involved at this time of year, it’s not

surprising that things can go wrong.
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what improvements we can deliver in how we

structure our teams in order to deliver optimum

service levels. It’s critical that the people with the

right skills are recruited, and campaigns often start

as early as July – targeted at getting highly

experienced customer service agents on board and

ready to start training in Q3.

 

Effective training so your people can handle

the pressure....

 

Getting the right training programmes set up early

in the year allows us to concentrate on upskilling

our team with the necessary knowledge and

expertise required to handle phone, email and

social media messages when volumes peak. We

plan at least one week of classroom-based

training with our new recruits, and this is followed

by a structured ‘ease in’ to customer-facing

positions, with mentoring from more experienced

members of staff. It’s also key that this training

involves complaint handling for any distressed, or

emotional customers. We are proud of our

recruitment process, as well as our industry-leading

retention rates, meaning we often get ‘returners’

who come back to service for the Christmas rush

for our clients year after year, all supported by

highly experienced team members who have often

worked on accounts for several years.

 

Building good relationships with logistics and

payment partners ahead of time

 

Finally, even as a third-party Customer Support

partner, we find it extremely beneficial to develop

relationships with other service providers who feed

into the overall ‘customer journey’. By ensuring that

we have the right contacts within logistics and

delivery companies, payment providers, and other

parts of the supply chain, we ensure that when an

issue arises, we can get straight to the relevant

partner to seek a resolution as quickly as possible

in order to deliver the most seamless experience to

our clients' customers.

 

In conclusion, whilst the holiday period is often

considered ‘the most wonderful time of the year’,

the growth of online shopping, as well as the

continued extension of the ‘pressure period’ means

that retailers need to take steps to ensure that

when things go wrong, as they will, their Customer

Service team is set up to turn what can often be a

negative experience, into a positive one! 

 

 

 

 

Dealing with heightened customer emotion

during the holidays

 

This holiday period brings with it an added

pressure on your front-line Customer Support

teams – that of emotion. Whilst the festive period is

famously one of togetherness and spending time

with family, many also find it extremely stressful,

particularly when it comes to feeling the pressure

of getting the ‘right’ gift for precious family

members. And this pressure can translate into more

emotionally heightened interactions with your

Customer Support team who can face frantic

phone calls, emails or social media messages from

customers trying to locate Little Johnny’s new toy

or that dream sweater for Aunty Mary. And this is

all whilst Customer Support teams are trying to

handle extremely high volumes of interactions, and

quickly process refunds for missing items so

customers can buy an alternative gift or sort out

replacements when the original item is incorrect or

suffered damage in transit. Your Customer

Support team needs to demonstrate empathy,

all whilst trying to resolve the customer’s issue,

in order to turn a negative experience of your

brand into a positive one.

 

So, how do you set up your Customer Support

teams for success at this most challenging time

of year?  Arema Connect has been working with

online retailers since 2010, during this time we

have learnt the following lessons in order to

prepare for "the pressure period". 

 

Start planning early....

 

Here at Arema Connect, we start planning next

year’s campaigns almost as soon as Christmas is

over! We go back through the data and insights

gathered from the previous Q4 period, analysing

key crunch points and identifying issues. We may

find that a particular delivery partner might have

caused the biggest back-log, or that warranty

management took up a significant amount of time.

We then feed all of these insights back to our

clients, allowing them to iron out any issues well

before the crunch period for the following year.

 

Getting the right people, and the right numbers

in your teams….

 

Once we’ve worked through the data, we can start

planning the recruitment campaign we need to get

the right people on-board, as well as analysing 
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At Arema Connect we special ise in customer
conversat ions v ia voice,  emai l  or  digital
channels .
 
We are a people business ,  our  team is  our
biggest asset ,  and with one of the highest
staff  retent ion rates in the industry ,  our
people are experts  in  represent ing our
cl ients ’  brands.  
 
We del iver  best- in-class 24x7x365 Customer
Serv ice and Market Research serv ices.  
 
That ’s  why some of the wor ld ’s  leading
companies t rust  Arema Connect to be the
voice of their  brand.
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